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We classify the irreducible weight affine Lie algebra modules with finite-dimen-
sional weight spaces on which the central element acts nontrivially. In particular,
we show that any such module is a quotient of a generalized Verma module. The
classification of such irreducible modules is reduced to the classification of irre-
ducible torsion-free modules for algebras of type A and C which is due ton n
Ž .O. Mathieu forthcoming .  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let L be an affine Lie algebra, H its Cartan subalgebra, and c H the
re Ž im .central element of L . Also let  be the root system,  respectively 
Ž .the set of real respectively imaginary roots,  a basis of , and Q the
free abelian group generated by  . If V is an irreducible L-module then c
acts scalarly on V and the corresponding scalar is called the level of V. For
 Ž . 4an L-module, V, set V    V  h   h  , for all h H , where
H*. If V is nonzero then  is a weight of V and V is the 
Ž .corresponding weight space. We denote by P V the set of all weights of
Ž .V. An L-module is called the weight if VV ,  P V . Clearly, if V
Ž .is an indecomposable weight module then P V  Q for some 
Ž .H*. A weight L-module V is said to be dense if P V  Q for some
Ž . P V and torsion-free if for all real roots the action of the correspond-
ing root elements of L on V is injective. Similarly, the notion of weight,
1 The first author was funded in part by a CRDF grant.
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dense, and torsion-free modules can be defined for any reductive finite-
dimensional Lie algebra. Clearly, any indecomposable torsion-free module
is dense. Irreducible dense modules with one-dimensional weight spaces
	 
 Ž1. 	 
were described in 11 for the algebra A and in 3 in general. We study1
irreducible modules of nonzero level with finite-dimensional weight spaces.
	 
It was shown in 2 that a module with bounded dimensions of the weight
spaces has level zero, implying, in particular, that any nonzero level
irreducible module with finite-dimensional weight spaces is not torsion-free.
We generalize this implication and show that in fact every such module is
not dense. In the case of AŽ1., a complete classification of irreducible1
nondense modules with a finite-dimensional weight space was obtained in
	 
 Ž1. 	 
5 . The case of the algebra A was treated in 6 . In the present paper wen
reduce the classification problem to the description of irreducible torsion-
free modules with finite-dimensional weight spaces for simple finite-di-
	 
mensional Lie algebras. Due to the result of Fernando 7 , the latter
modules exist only for algebras of types A and C . Their completen n
	 
classification was obtained by O. Mathieu 9 . Before that the classification
Ž 	 
.was only known for the algebras A and A cf. 1 .1 2
Our proof is based on the reduction of the initial problem to some
combinatorial problem for the root system . A similar approach was used
	 
in 4 to study the support of irreducible weight modules for reductive
finite-dimensional Lie algebras. Note that irreducible zero-level modules
	 
with finite-dimensional weight spaces were studied in 10 . In particular, all
such modules which are not irreducible as modules for the derived
subalgebra of L were classified. The structure of the paper is the
following. In Section 3, we show that any irreducible nonzero level module
with finite-dimensional weight spaces is nondense. The main result of
Section 4 and the paper is Theorem 4.1, which states that an irreducible
nondense module with finite-dimensional weight spaces is a quotient of a
generalized Verma module. Section 5 contains the proof of the important
combinatorial Proposition 5.1 which implies Theorem 4.1. This result is
proved for every affine series separately. We provide the proof for types
AŽ1. and C Ž1. , n 3. All other series are considered similarly. The othern n1
affine Lie algebras were treated by making use of a computer. The
program is available from the authors upon request. As an example we
consider the case of AŽ2..2
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let U L be the universal enveloping algebra of L . It has a natural
Ž . Ž .Q-gradation, U L Ý U L . For   denote by L the rootQ  
Ž .subspace corresponding to  . For any y  we will denote by add y the
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Ž . Ž Ž ..additive closure of y in . Let     respectively,     be   
Ž .the set of all positive resp., negative roots in  with respect to  ,
re re   , im im   , and  the indivisible positive imaginary   
im   44root. Hence,   k  k Z 0 . Consider a subset S  and let
Ž . SL S be the subalgebra generated by L ,  S. Also set N Ý L ,   
 Ž . Ž Ž . . S   add S . The subalgebra P  L S  H N is a parabolicS 
subalgebra associated with  and S. It has a reductive finite-dimensional
Ž .Levi factor L S  H if S is a proper subset of  . If N is an irreducible
weight P -module with a trivial action of N S then we construct theS 
L-module
M N U L N ,Ž . Ž . S
Ž .U PS
which is called the generalized Verma module associated with  , S, and N.
Ž .It has a unique irreducible quotient which we denote by L N . AnS
element  of an L-module V is called P -semiprimitive if N S   0.S 
LEMMA 2.1. If V is an irreducible L-module and   V is a P -semi- S
primitie element, then any  	 V is P -semiprimitie. S
Proof. Since V is irreducible then clearly V is an irreducible module
Ž . Ž . S Sover U L . Thus  	 u for some uU L and N  	N u  0,0 0  
completing the proof.
For S  let Q be the free abelian group generated by S.S
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let V be an irreducible weight L-module with a
P -semiprimitie element of weight . Denote NÝ V . Then N is anS Q S
Ž .irreducible P -module and V is isomorphic to L N . Moreoer, either V is aS S
highest weight module or there exists a basis  	 of , a subset S	  	, and
Ž Ž . .an irreducible weight torsion-free L S	  H -module N	 such that V
Ž .L N	 .S	
Proof. It easily follows from Lemma 2.1 that any element  N is
P -semiprimitive, which implies that N is an irreducible P -module and VS S
Ž . Ž .is a quotient of M N . Hence V is isomorphic to L N . Moreover, N isS S
an irreducible weight module with finite-dimensional weight spaces for the
Ž .reductive finite-dimensional Levi factor L S  H of P . Hence the restS
	 
of the proposition follows from 7, Theorem 4.18 .
Consider the Heisenberg subalgebra G Cc Ý L  L .kZ04 k
Clearly, G is a Z-graded algebra. If V is an irreducible Z-graded G-mod-
ule then the central element c acts scalarly on V and a corresponding
scalar is called the level of V. Let G Ý L , G Ý L . For k 0 k  k 0 k
 4a C* C  0 , let C be the one-dimensional G  Cc-module fora, 
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 4which G   0, c  a , 






 a U G CŽ . Ž .  a , 

Ž .U G C c

associated with a and 
 .
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. i Let V be an irreducible Z-graded G-module of leel

 Ž .a C* such that dim V   for at least one i Z. Then VM a fori
 4some 
 , up to a shift of the gradation.
Ž .ii Eery finitely-generated Z-graded G-module V of nonzero leel such
that dim V   for at least one i Z is completely reducible.i
Proof. Since for every k 0 there exists a nondegenerate pairing
Ž 	 
.between L and L cf. 8, Theorem 2.2 , one can choose a basisk k
 1 2 sk 4 	 i j 
e ,e , . . . , e in L , s  dim L such that e , e  k c fork k k k k k k k i j
all i and j. Hence the proof of the theorem immediately follows from the
Ž . 	 
proofs of Proposition 4.3 i and Proposition 4.5 in 5 .
3. NONDENSITY OF IRREDUCIBLE NONZERO LEVEL
MODULES WITH FINITE-DIMENSIONAL
WEIGHT SPACES
From now on, unless otherwise stated, all L-modules are assumed to be
nonzero level weight modules with finite-dimensional weight spaces. Let V
  4be an L-module,  H*, and V    V  L   0 for all n 1 . A n
Ž .nonzero element   V is called maximal respectively, minimal if  
 Ž .  ŽV respectively,   V and V  V  0 for all k 0 respectively,k
 .V  V  0 for all k 0 .k
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let V be an L-module of nonzero leel,  H*, and
0 dim V  . Then the G-module V 	Ý V contains a maximal kZ k
or a minimal element.
Proof. Consider the G-module V  in V 	 generated by V . Then the
module V  is completely reducible and all its irreducible submodules are

 Ž Ž ..  4of type M  c , 
 , , up to the shift of gradation by Theorem 2.3.
 Ž .Suppose that V  V 	 0. Since V 	V  0, we immediately conclude
that V V  V  for all k 0 and there exists only a finite numberk
of integers k, k 0, for which V V  0. This shows the existence ofk
a maximal element in V 	. If V V 	 0 then clearly V V 	 0 and
the same arguments as above show the existence of a minimal element in
V 	, completing the proof.
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It follows from Proposition 3.1 that every nonzero level L-module with
finite-dimensional weight spaces has either a maximal or a minimal ele-
ment. Without loss of generality we will always assume that all modules
considered have a maximal element.
LEMMA 3.2. Let V be an L-module and  be a nonzero maximal element
in V. Then for any   there exists m  Z such that for all mm ,0 0
L   0 if m .m
Proof. Obviously, one can assume that  re. Let   V . For each
 re fix a nonzero element X  L . Suppose that X  0 for all  m
 4m Z such that m . Choose k 1, 2, 3 for which  ik 
	 
for all i Z. Denote w  X  0, i Z. Since L , L  L ,i i k i k  i k
the elements w belong to a G-submodule N generated by w . It followsi 0
from Theorem 2.3 that the module N is completely reducible with irre-

 Ž Ž ..  4ducible submodules of type M  c , 
 , , up to a shift of grada-
tion. Since dim V  , there is only a finite number of components of type
Ž Ž ..M  c in N, and thus there exists an index i  Z such that the0 
Ž . Ž .G -submodule U G w is U G -free. On the other hand,  i 0
L , L  L , L , L  L2 k i k k k i k Ž i 2.k0 0 0
and hence xw is proportional to the element yy	w for all x L andi i 2 k0 0
all y, y	 L . The obtained contradiction shows that X   0 fork m 0
some m  Z, which implies that X   0 for all mm , where0 m 0
m .
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let V be an irreducible nonzero leel L-module with
 4finite-dimensional weight subspace,   V  0 ,  H*, and  a maximal
Ž .element. Then i the subspace V 	Ý V contains a maximal ele-kZ k
Ž . Ž . Ž .ment for any  P V ; ii  n P V for all n 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let  P V . Since V is irreducible, there exists uU L
Ž .such that 0 u  V . Then the G-submodule U G u is completely
Ž .reducible by Theorem 2.3 and every irreducible component LU G u

 Ž Ž ..  4is isomorphic to M  c , 
 , , up to a shift of gradation. Apply-
ing Lemma 3.2, we conclude that L u  0 for sufficiently large n. Thusn
V V 	 0 and there exists at least one irreducible component L of type
Ž Ž ..M  c such that L V  0. Now the same arguments as those in the
proof of Proposition 3.1 show the existence of a maximal element in V 	.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus i is proved. If  n P V for some n 0 then by applying i
 Ž .to the weight  n , we conclude that V  Ý V  0. ButkZ Žkn.
this contradicts our assumption of the maximality of  , which completes
Ž .the proof of ii .
The main result of this section is the following statement which follows
Ž .immediately from Proposition 3.3 ii .
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Any irreducible weight L-module of a nonzero leel
with finite-dimensional weight subspaces is nondense.
4. EXISTENCE OF A P -SEMIPRIMITIVE ELEMENT INS
AN IRREDUCIBLE NONZERO LEVEL MODULE WITH
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT SPACES
The main result of the paper is the following.
THEOREM 4.1. Let V be an irreducible weight L-module of a nonzero
leel with finite-dimensional weight spaces. Then V is a quotient of a general-
ized Verma module. Moreoer, either V is a highest weight module or there
exist a basis  of , a subset S  , and an irreducible weight torsion-free
Ž Ž . . Ž .L S  H -module N such that V L N .S
	 
Remark 4.2. It follows from 7 that the classification of irreducible
torsion-free modules with finite-dimensional weight spaces for a reductive
finite-dimensional Lie algebra can be reduced to the classification of
irreducible torsion-free modules for algebras of types A and C . Sincen n
Ž .L S  H is a finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra, Theorem 4.1
therefore reduces the classification of irreducible nonzero level modules
with finite-dimensional weight spaces for affine Lie algebras to the classifi-
cation of irreducible torsion-free modules for algebras of type A and C .n n
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that in order to prove Theorem 4.1 it is
enough to show the existence of a P -semiprimitive element in V withS
 4S    for some basis  of  and some   . Hence Theorem 4.1
is a corollary of the following:
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let V be an L-module. Then there exist a basis  ,
Ž . P V , and   such that V contains a nontriial P -semiprimitie S
 4element, where S    .
re Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let V be an L-module,   ,  P V . Then there exist
only finitely many integers m Z for which V contains a nonzero m
element  , satisfying the condition L   0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Consider the subalgebra L  , generated by L . Then L  
Ž . sl 2 . If m Z and 0   V , such that L   0, then  gener-m 
Ž . Ž	 
.ates a L  -submodule with a highest weight  X , X  2m. Sup- 
pose that there exist infinitely many m Z satisfying Lemma 4.4. But
Ž .then there exist infinitely many nonisomorphic highest weight L  -mod-
ules that have nontrivial intersection with V . We conclude that dim V  , 
which contradicts the conditions. Lemma 4.4 is proved.
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Ž .Let V be an L-module,  P V ,   V ,  0, A . The pair
Ž . im , A is called admissible if L   0 for all  A and   A. 
Ž .LEMMA 4.5. Let V be an L-module,   V ,  P V , A , and
Ž . resuppose that  , A is admissible. Then for any  ,    , such that1 2
Ž  4.    A and  n  k   0  A for all  A, n, k 0,1 2 1 2
Ž  4. Ž  4.at least one of the pairs  	, A  and  	, A  is admissible for1 2
Ž .some  	 V , 	 P V .	
Proof. Fix nonzero elements X  L , i 1, 2, and consider the ele- i i
ments   X n , n 1. It follows that for any  A, n, k 0, then  1
equation X X k X n  0 holds. If there exists an n such that   0,   n2 1
Ž  4.  0 then  , A  is admissible. Suppose now that   0 forn1 n1 1 n
all n 1. Consider the elements   X k  , n 1, 1 k n. If  n, k  n n, k2
Ž  4.0,   0 for some n, k, then  , A  is admissible, implyingn, k1 n, k1 2
the lemma. Assume finally that   0 for all 1 k n. Then 0 n, k n, n
 V and L   0 for all n 1, which contradicts LemmanŽ  .   n, n1 2 1 2
4.4 and hence completes the proof.
Ž  4. Ž Ž  4..If the pair  	, A  or  	, A  is admissible where  	, A,1 2
 ,  satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.5 then we will say that it is1 2
Ž .obtained from  , A by an admissible transformation.
Proposition 4.3 follows from Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 5.1 from the
next section.
5. COMBINATORICS OF THE ROOT SYSTEM
    im4Define the set  A 2   A   and A  . An element 
A will be called final if there exists a basis  	 and   	 such that
 Ž .  4A   add S where S  	   . Let W be the Weyl group of . If
Ž .F , F  and there exists wW such that F  add wF then we will1 2 1 2
write F  F . If F , F  are such that F  F and F  F then the1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
elements F , F are called W-equivalent and we write F  F in this case.1 2 1 2
˜We will denote by F the equivalence class of F. Define a subset 	
Ž . Ž .of primitie elements inductively: i All final elements belong to 	. ii If
Ž .F		 and F	 F then F	. iii If for F there exist  ,1
re Ž  4.   such that     F and  n  k   0  F for2 1 2 1 2
1Ž .all  F, n, k 0, and there exist F , F 	 such that F D F 1 2 1 
 4 2Ž .  4 Ž .F  , F D F  F  where   ,  , then F	.1 2  2 1 2
PROPOSITION 5.1. 	.
Note that Proposition 5.1 immediately implies Proposition 4.3. Indeed,
let V be an irreducible L-module. Then Proposition 3.1 implies the
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Ž .existence of a maximal with respect to a proper choice of a basis of 
element in V. Applying Lemma 3.2 we conclude that there exists an
Ž .  admissible pair  , A with   V and A ,   A  . It follows
from Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 4.5 that there exists a sequence of pairs
Ž . Ž .P , . . . , P such that P   , A , P   	, A	 where A	 is a final element1 l 1 l
and P is obtained from P by an admissible transformation, i 1, . . . , l.i1 i
Now Proposition 4.3 clearly follows.
To prove Proposition 5.1 we construct for each affine Lie algebra a
certain subset M satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .A1 for any A there exists FM such that F A;
Ž .A2 for any nonfinal element FM there exist F , F M and1 2
Ž1. Ž . Žk . Ž . re   ,  , . . . ,    ,  ,  , . . . ,    such that F 0 1 0 k 0 k 1
1 2 2 Ž . 2 2 Ž .Ž i. Ž i1. Ž1. Žk . Ž1.D D  D F , i 1, . . . , k, F D  D F , and   2  
     F    F , i 1, 2; i 
Ž .  4 A3 for any AM, FM  F A  .
Ž . Ž .One can easily check that conditions A1  A3 guarantee that any
A is primitive. Below we construct the sets M for types AŽ1., C Ž1. ,n n1
n 3, and AŽ2.. For all other affine series there exists a similar construc-2
tion. In cases F Ž1., GŽ1., E Ž1., i 6, 7, 8, E Ž2., and DŽ4. we used a computer4 2 i 6 3
to construct M. Due to the enormous computations in these cases we left
them out of the paper. The program is available upon request.
In all cases our strategy was the following. First we give a convenient
realization of the root system and define a partial order on it. Then in this
realization we describe the action of the Weyl group on the roots and
describe when the sum of two real roots is again a root. This information
Ž . Ž .leads to a definition of the set M which satisfies conditions A1  A3 .
Ž .The nontrivial part here is to check A2 .
5.1 Case AŽ1.. Let L be of type AŽ1. with Dynkin diagramn n
 4and   , . . . ,  ,       .0 n 0 1 n
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Ž .For convenience we will use the set Z  Z n 1 Z to index then1
 4elements of    i Z . An order  on Z is defined by ai n1 n1
natural order on the set of nonnegative minimal representatives. For
i, j Z and l Z set  Ž l .       l if i j andn1 i, j i i1 j
 Ž l .           l if i j. Clearly,  Ž l ., li, j i i1 n 0 j i, j
Ž 	 
.Z, i, j Z , exhaust all roots in  cf. 8, Proposition 6.3 . Note alson1
Ž . Ž l . Ž l .that l 1     for all l Z, i Z . Let i , i , . . . , i 0, n i1, i n1 1 2 k
Z . We write i  i    i  i if there exists 0m k such thatn1 1 2 k 1   
i  i    i  i    i . Define a partial order on  asm m1 k 1 m1
follows. For  ,    set    if there exist i , i , j , j  Z and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 n1
l , l  Z such that    Ž lm. , m 1, 2, and either l  l or l  l and1 2 m i , j 1 2 1 2m m
i  i  j  j  i . The Weyl group W is generated by the reflections s ,1 2 2 1 1 i   
Ž Ž l . . Ž l .i Z . For i, j, k Z and l Z we have that s    ifn1 n1 i i, k i1, k
Ž Ž l .. Ž l . Ž Ž l .. Ž l1.i k, i k 1; s    if i j, i j 1; s    ,i j, i j, i1 i i, i i1, i1
Ž Ž l . . Ž l .and s    in all other cases. Denotei j, k j, k
P j l   re    Ž l .  im, i , j ZŽ .  4i i , j  n1
P j1 , . . . , jk l  P j1 l   P jk l , k 0, i , j  Z , r 1, . . . , k .Ž . Ž . Ž .i , . . . , i i i r r n11 k 1 k
Ž . Ž .For convenience we will identify i resp., j with i resp., j forkm km m m
all integers m. Set
M l  P j1 , . . . , jk l  i  i    i , j  j    j  j ,Ž . Ž . i , . . . , i 1 2 k 1 2 k 11 k
j  j  i  j , j  i  i  j , m 1, . . . , k ,m m1 m m m1 m m1 m1
4 ik 2, . . . , n 1  P l  i 0, . . . , n ,Ž . 4i
and consider

M M l .Ž .
i0
Ž .It follows immediately from the construction of M that the conditions A1
Ž . iŽ .and A3 are satisfied. Note that FM is final if and only if F P 0 fori
Ž .some 0 i n. Note also that the minimal element of M l 1 with
Ž .respect to the usual set inclusion is the maximal element of M l . In
n, 0, . . . , n1Ž . Ž 0, 1, . . . , nŽ .. Žparticular, P l resp., P l is the minimal resp., maxi-0, 1, . . . , n 0, 1, . . . , n
. Ž . j1, . . . , jkŽ . Ž .mal element of M l . Suppose that F P l M l is not a finali , . . . , i1 k
	 
 4element. Consider two sets of intervals, I  i , i m 0, . . . , k1 m m1
	 
 4and I  j , j m 0, . . . , k , and define the length of an interval2 m m1
	 
t, s  I  I as s t if s t and as n 1 s t otherwise. Let1 2
	 
j , j  I be an interval of maximal length in I  I . If i  j p p1 2 1 2 p p
0, 1, . . . , nŽ .i  1 j  1 then l 0, F P l , and we can view F as anp1 p1 0, 1, . . . , n
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Ž . Ž l .element of M l 1 . Otherwise set    and consider F  F1 i 1, j 1 1p p1
 4 j p11Ž . Ž . Ž l .   F P l M l . If   F then choose j	 such that1 i 1 j , jp p1 p1
 Ž l .  F and  Ž l .  F and set    Ž l . . Fix r such thatj , j	 j , j	1 2 j , j	p1 p1 p1
Ž .j  j	 1 and i  j  i  i such an r clearly exists . Sincer r1 p1 r r1 
	 
j , j has maximal length and s F  F for all m p p 1 m
 4 Ž  4.i , . . . , i , j , . . . , j then F  s  s  s F   F1 k 1 k 2 j 1 j 2 i 1 2p1 p1 r1
 Ž l . 4 jr1 Ž . Ž . Ž l .  F P l M l . If   F then l 0 and wei 1, j 1 i 1 j , jr1 r r1 p1 p1Ž l1. Ž  4.set    . Again F  s  s  s F   F2 j , j 2 2 j 1 j 2 i 1 2 1p1 p1 p1 p1 r1
Ž . i Ž .M l . We see that in all cases above F D F , i 1, 2, wherei 
Ž . Ž . 	 
  ,  , and hence A2 follows. The case when i , i  I has the1 2 p p1 1
maximal length in I  I is similar.1 2
5.2 Case C Ž1. , n 3. Let L be of type C Ž1. with Dynkin diagramn1 n1
 4 Ž .  , . . . ,  , and    2      .1 n 1 2 n1 n
Ž 	We define a certain realization of the root system  of L cf. 8,

. Ž .Proposition 6.3 . Denote t  k n 1 ,k
x t , t  x t , i Z,2 i 2 i 2 i1	 
x  ½ t  x 2, t  x t , i Z,2 i2 2 i1 2 i2
j
   , i j,Ýi , j 	k 

ki1
  , i j,i , j j , i
 Ž1.    ,  Ž2.    ,i , j i , j i1, j i , j i , j i , j1
Ž1.   1 i j t , i j 0 mod t , i , j Z ,Ž . 4i , j 2 2
Ž2.   1 i j t , i j 0 mod t , i , j Z ,Ž . 4i , j 2 2
Ž3.  Ž1.  it , 0 i j t , k , j Z 4i , j k 2
  Ž2.  j 1 t , 1 i j t  1, k , i Z , 4i , j k1 2
LŽk .   Ž1.  t  j i t 4i , j 2 k 2 k2
  Žm.  t  j i t , m 1, 2 . 4i , j 2 k 2 k2
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LEMMA 5.2. 1. Ž1. is the set of all short roots where eery root is
presented only once.
2. Ž3. is the set of all long roots where eery root is presented only once.
3. Ž2. is the set of all imaginary roots where    if and only ifi, j i	, j	
i j i	 j	.
4. re  LŽk .,k
re LŽk .   Ž1.  i j   Ž1. ,  Ž2. Ž3.  i j . 4  4 k0 i , j i , j i , j
Denote by   Ž1. the set of elements having the second index equal, j
to j. We call it the jth column. Similarly, denote by   Ž1. the set ofi,
elements having the first index equal to i. We call it the ith row. The
action of the Weyl group on the elements of Ž1. can be viewed as a
permutation of corresponding neighboring rows and columns. If an ele-
ment does not have a suitable neighbor to permute with then it stays
unchanged. Below we give the precise formulas for the action of the Weyl
Ž . Ž . Ž1.group generators s , . . . , s on columns B1 and rows B2 of the set 1 n
Ž3. Ž .and on the elements of  B3B8 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .B1 s    , where i t  1 l 1 , 2 i j t ,l i, j i1, j 2 k 2
k, j Z, 1 l n;
Ž . Ž . Ž .B2 s    , where j t  1 l 1 , 2 i j t ,l i, j i, j1 2 k 2
k, j Z, 1 l n;
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž1. Ž .B3 s    , where j t  1 l 1 , 1 i j t ,l i, j i, j1 2 k 2
k, j Z, 2 l n 1;
Ž . Ž Ž2.. Ž2. Ž .B4 s    , where i t  1 l 1 , 1 i j t ,l i, j i1, j 2 k 2
k, j Z, 2 l n 1;
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž2.B5 s    , where it , j 1 t , k Z;1 i, j i1, j 2 k 2 k
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž2.B6 s    , where it , j t , k Z;1 i, j i, j1 2 k 22 k
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž2.B7 s    , where it , j 1 t , k Z;n i, j i1, j 2 k1 2 k1
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž2.B8 s    , where it , j t , k Z.n i, j i, j1 2 k1 2 k3
Ž l . Ž . Ž l .It is easy to see that if   then s    where l 1, 2, 3,m
m 1, . . . , n. We define a partial order on the set re as follows.
Ž .C1    if and only if i  i and j  j .i , j i , j 1 2 1 21 1 2 2
Ž . Žk . Žm.C2    if and only if i  i and j  j , k, m 1, 2 andi , j i , j 1 2 1 21 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .i , j  i , j ;1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž1.C3      ;i, j i, j i1, j
Ž . Ž2.C4      ;i, j i, j i, j1
Now we determine when the sum of two real roots is again a root.
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Ž .LEMMA 5.3. D1      if and only if there is some k Zi , j i , j1 1 2 2
such that either i  j  t or j  i  t or i  i  1 t or j  j1 2 2 k 1 2 2 k 1 2 2 k 1 2
 1 t .2 k
Ž . Ž1.D2      if and only if either i  j  t , k Z, ori , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
j  j  1 t , k Z.1 2 2 k
Ž . Ž2.D3      if and only if either j  i  t , k Z, ori , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
i  i  1 t , k Z.1 2 2 k
Ž . Ž1. Ž1.D4      if and only if j  j  1 t , k Z.i , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž2. Ž2.D5      if and only if i  i  1 t , k Z.i , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž1. Ž2.D6      if and only if j  i  t , k Z.i , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
Ž . imD7      if and only if either i  j  t , k Zi , j i , j 1 2 2 k1 1 2 2
and j  i  t , m Z, or i  i  1 t , k Z and j  j  11 2 2 m 1 2 2 k 1 2
t , m Z.2 m
Ž . Ž1. Ž1.D8        , where  ,    then    , k3 1 2 1 2  3 k
1, 2.
Ž . Ž3. imD9       , where  ,    then    .3 1 2 1 2 3
Ž . imD10 For    there exists    such that     1  2  1 2
and    , then either    Ž1. or    Ž2. .1 2 1 0, n 1 0, n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that D10 follows from D7 while D1  D9 follow from the
definition of  ,  Žk ..i, j i, j
Set
 re 4 imP          .Ž . 
P  , . . . ,   P    P  , k 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k 1 k
Let M consist of subsets in  such that if:
1. FM then im F.
2. FM,   F,   re ,    , then   F.1 2  2 1 2
 It is easy to see that for any FM,   F   and there exist roots
re Ž . , . . . ,    such that F P  , . . . ,  . It follows from the construc-1 k  1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion that M satisfies A1 and A3 . We will prove A2 . Note that SM
Ž . Ž Ž1. .is final if either P   S for some i 1, . . . , n 2 or P   S ori, i1 0, 1
Ž Ž2. .P   S. Suppose now that FM is a nonfinal element. Considern1, n
two cases:
Ž . Ž1. Ž2.E1 either   F or   F; and0, n 0, n
Ž . Ž1. Ž2.E2  ,   F.0, n 0, n
Ž .For each of these cases we construct F and F for which A2 holds.1 2
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Ž . Ž1.Case E1 . Suppose that    and  is the maximal element of0 0, n 0
the set   F. Let  	 re be the maximal element with the properties 
   	 im and    	. Note that the existence of  	 follows from0 0
Ž . reD10 . Let  , . . . ,    be the set of roots such that    	,   F,1 k  i i
Ž1. im Ž . Ž i.and        . To prove statement A2 define F , F ,  , ii 0 1 2
1, . . . , k, as follows:
 4 Ž i.F  F  F  ,    ,  , i 1, . . . , k .Ž .1 2 0 0 i
Ž .It is clear that the following statements from A2 hold.
F D1Ž i. D2Ž i1.  D2Ž1. F , i 1, . . . , k ,Ž .1   
     F    F , i 1, 2. i 
Ž . 2 2 Ž .Žk . Ž1.To finish the proof of A2 we need to show that F D  D F .2  




Ž1.  4D  D F  F  , . . . ,  .Ž .  1 k
Hence it is enough to show that there exists gW such that
 4F  g F  , . . . ,  .Ž .2 1 k
Suppose that   LŽm., m 0. If   Ž1. then    for0 0 0 t i	, t j	m m1Ž1. Žm. Ž .some i	, j	. Using constructions of  , L , and D7 define  	
  LŽm. in the case i	  0, j	  0, and  	 t i	1, t j	1m m1
  LŽm. in all other cases.t i	1, t j	1m m1
Assume that m 2 r, r Z. Then we choose g as follows:
Ž . Ž . ŽF1 g s s  s s s  s s  s  s s s1 i	 i	 2 1 2 i	 1i	 n1j	 n1 n n1
. s if i	 0 and j	 0.n1j	
Ž .F2 g  s s  s s s  s  s s s n1j	 n2j	 n1 n n1 1i	 n1 n n1
s s if i	 0 and j	 0.n2j	 n1j	
Ž .F3 g s s  s s s  s  s s s  s s if i	1 i	 i	 2 1 2 nj	1 2 1 2 i	 1i	
0 and j	 0.
Ž .F4 g s s  s  s if i	 0 and j	 0.1 i	 2i	 nj	1 1i	
Ž Ž . Ž ..It is easy to check it follows from B1  B8 that in all of the above
Ž . Ž .cases F1  F4 we have:
Ž . Ž .G1 g  	   ,0
Ž . re Ž .G2 if     for some   then g    ,0
Ž .G3 if  F and     then there exists    F 0
 4 Ž . , . . . ,  such that g     .1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now G1  G3 imply A2 .
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Ž . .Similar constructions F1 F4 exist in the case m 2 r 1 and when
Ž3. Ž .   . We omit the details. This completes the proof in the case E1 .0
Ž . Ž .Case E2 . Suppose that F P  , . . . ,  and the elements  , . . . , 1 k 1 k
are ordered as follows: if   x ,   y , m 1, . . . , k 1, wherem i , j m1 i , j1 1 2 2
 Ž1. Ž2.4 Žk .x, y  ,  ,  then i  i , j  j . It is easy to see that L  F,1 2 1 2
k 1, 2, . . . , and  , . . . ,   LŽ0.. Consider two sets of intervals I 1 k 1
	 
 4 	 
 4i , i m 1, . . . , k , I  j , j m 1, . . . , k , where i  2m1 m 2 m m1 0
	 
 j , j  t  i . Set the length of the interval i , i  I to be1 k1 2 k m1 m 1
i  i if i  0 or i  0 and to be i  i otherwise. Alsom m1 m m1 m m1
	 
set the length of the interval j , j  I to be j  j if j  tm m1 2 m1 m m1 1
	 
or j  t and to be j  j  t  2 otherwise. Suppose that i , im 1 m m1 2 m1 m
 I is an interval in I  I with maximal length. Then set  1 1 2 0
Ž2. Ž .  if j  n and    if j  n. Let Q    i 1, j 1 m 0 i 1, j m 0 i, jm 1 m m1 m
Ž1. Ž . Ž . Ž .4  Ž1.  F  i i  1  1 or i  1  j 0 mod t    m1 m1 2 0, j
Ž3. Ž . Ž .4  Ž2. Ž3.  F  i  1  j  0 mod t      F  i  i  m1 2 i, n  m1
Ž .4 Ž .0 mod t . In particular, if Q  is empty then F is final. It is easy to see2 0
Ž . Ž .that Q  is an ordered set of roots such that for every Q  ,0 0
Ž .   F. Denote by  the maximal element of Q  . Then we have0 1 0
the following four possible cases:
Ž . Ž1. Ž .H1      , i	 i  0 mod t ,1 i	, j	  m1 2
Ž . Ž1. Ž . Ž .H2      , i  1  j	 0 mod t ,1 i	, j	  m1 2
Ž . Ž1. Ž3. Ž . Ž .H3      , i  1  j	 0 mod t ,1 0, j	  m1 2
Ž . Ž2. Ž3. Ž .H4      , i  i	 0 mod t .1 i	, n  m1 2
Ž1. Ž .  4Set    ,  , F  F  .0 1 1 0
Ž .To finish the proof in the case E2 it is enough to show that in all cases
Ž . Ž  4. Ž  4.H1H4 there exists gW such that g F  M and g F 1 1
 4 re Ž  4. F  for some   . Denote F  g F  . 2 1
Ž . 	 
Consider for example the case H1 . There exists an interval i , il1 l
such that i  i	 i . We set g s  s if 0 i andl1 l i i 2 m1l1 m1 	 
g s  s otherwise. Since the length of i , i is greateri 2 i m1 ml1 m1 	 
 Ž . Ž .than the length of i , i , it follows that g F  F and g  l1 l 1
Ž  4. Ž . . Therefore g F   P  , . . . ,  ,  , whichi 1, j1 1 1 k i 1, j1l1 l l1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .proves the statement for H1 . The cases H2  H4 are treated similarly.
Ž .This completes the proof in the case E2 .
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5.3 Case AŽ2.. Suppose that L is of type AŽ2. with Dynkin diagram2 2
 4and let   ,  . Denote1 2
 Ž l .   i 1   l , i 1, 2,Ž .i 1 2
 Ž l .  Ž l1.  Ž l . ,  Ž l .  Ž l .  Ž l1. ,  Ž l .  Ž l . l , l Z,1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0
im  Ž l . 4 s  Ž l .where  2   . Then     l 1, 2, . . . ,     i1 2  0  i
4 1  Ž l .1, 2, l 0, 1, . . . is the set of positive short roots,     i 1, 2, l i
4 im s 10, 1, . . . is the set of positive long roots and        . We   
write  Ž l1.  Ž l2 . and  Ž l1.  Ž l2 . if l  l or l  l and i  i . Thei i i i 2 1 1 2 2 11 2 1 2
Weyl group generators s , s act as follows:1 2
s  Ž l .   Ž l2i. , s  Ž l .   Ž l1i. , i 1, 2, l Z.Ž . Ž .i 1 2 i 1 2
Let
P Ž l .   Ž l .   s    Ž l .   1  im, 4  4i , j i j 
i , j 0, 1, 2, l 0, 1, . . . .
Set
M l  P Ž l .  i , j 0, 1, 2 ,Ž .  4i , j

M M l .Ž .
i0
Note that FM is final if and only if F P Ž0. or F P Ž0. . The0, 1 1, 0
Ž .maximal and the minimal elements of M l with respect to the set
inclusion are P Ž l . and P Ž l . respectively and P Ž l .  P Ž l1.. The tables0, 0 2, 2 0, 0 2, 2
Ž .below provide a required pair   ,  and the sets F and F for any1 2 1 2
Ž .nonfinal FM l and any integer l 0. In the case l 0,
 4 Ž  4.i F   F  F  w F  w F 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž l1. Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .1 P   P 1 P0, 0 2 2 1, 2 2, 1
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .2 P   P s P1, 2 2 1 1, 1 1 1, 1
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .3 P   P s P2, 1 2 1 1, 1 2 1, 1
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .4 P   P 1 P1, 1 1 1 0, 1 1, 0
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .5 P   P s P0, 1 1 2 0, 0 2 0, 0
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .6 P   P s P1, 0 1 2 0, 0 1 0, 0
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In the case l 0,
 4 Ž  4.i F   F  F  w F  w F 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž1. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.1 P   P 1 P0, 0 2 2 1, 2 2, 1
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.2 P   P s P1, 2 2 1 1, 1 1 1, 1
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.3 P   P s P2, 1 2 1 1, 1 2 1, 1
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.4 P   P -final 1 P -final1, 1 1 1 0, 1 1, 0
Ž .Hence, the proof of A2 can be completed by induction on l. Statements
Ž . Ž .A1 and A3 follow directly from the construction of M.
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